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We gratefully and respectfully acknowledge  
that we are gathered in Dakwäkäda/Haines 
Junction on Shadhäla Äshèyi yè Kwädän/

Champagne AND Aishihik First Nations traditional 
territory. Shäw níthän/gwänaschish/ 
thank you for having us as guests.

Welcome from the Yukon Bluegrass Society

Okay, so we’re two years late, but here comes the next Kluane 
Mountain Bluegrass Festival! The Big Bad Bug tried, but failed, to 
keep us separated from the live music we love.

Thanks to our artists, who stuck with us through two years of 
cancellations. They kept the faith.

Thanks to the Yukon Bluegrass Music Society Board. They kept 
plugging away when it would have been easier to say, “We’ve had a 
good run, time to watch the sunset”.

Thanks to our sponsors, many of whom gave us their hard-earned 
dollars back in 2019 or 2020 and graciously agreed to let us keep 
the money.

Thanks to our funders, whose continuing support makes the whole 
thing possible. 

Thanks to our volunteers. Many of them have been with this festival 
for years but, given that three long years have passed, we might have 
expected that they had moved onto other things. Yet here they are.

Thanks to the Village of Haines Junction and the Champagne and 
Aisihihik First Nations for continuing to welcome and support the 
festival.

Last, but by no means least, thanks to you for coming. In these 
uncertain times, clicking on “buy now” to purchase your passes 
was a wonderful vote of confidence. We’re delighted that you were 
prepared to put some skin in the game. 

Now enjoy! 

John Faulkner, KMBF Artistic Director

Welcomes!
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Welcome from the Village of Haines Junction

On behalf of the Village of Haines Junction, I am honoured to 
welcome back the annual Kluane Mountain Bluegrass Festival.

This is an exciting yearly event that brings valued entertainment and 
business to the community.

Congratulations to all the individuals and groups that have made 
this event possible and best wishes for a memorable festival.

Bruce Tomlin, Mayor of Haines Junction

Danach'e. Welcome to Dakwäkäda/Haines Junction

Dän nätthe dätth'i, the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations 
Council, welcome you to the CAFN Traditional Territory. 

We are happy to have so many talented guests and friendly visitors 
here in Dakwäkäda/Haines Junction this weekend. You won’t find 
a more spectacular backdrop for a weekend of music, culture and 
fun, and you won’t find better hosts than the residents of this great 
community.

Thank you to the festival organizers and event sponsors, and to the 
Village of Haines Junction for this great venue. Haines Junction 
hospitality is alive and well!  

Gunałchish — thank you for coming! Enjoy the festival.

Dän Nätthe Ada Kaaxnox, Chief Steve Smith

Minister's Message

As the Yukon’s Minister of Tourism and Culture, I am excited to 
welcome you to the return of the Kluane Mountain Bluegrass 
Festival. 

After COVID sidelined the event for a few years, this beloved Yukon 
summer festival is back to treat festivalgoers to three days of toe-
tapping bluegrass music nestled in the picturesque mountains of 
Kluane National Park. 

Congratulations to the Yukon Bluegrass Music Society and the many 
volunteers who make this wonderful festival happen each year and 
special thanks to all the performers for sharing your talents as we 
mark the festival’s return.

Between the music, the spectacular views and the famed hospitality 
of Haines Junction, it is sure to be a memorable time for all!  

Ranj Pillai, Minister of Tourism and CultureWelcomes!
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SHOWCASE STAGE and 
OPEN MIC   
Free Event 
Saturday June 11, 1 to 4 p.m.   
St. Christopher’s Anglican Church

Ellorie McKnight and Ryan 
McNally will kick things off then 
it’s your turn! Fifteen minutes 
to show the folks what you got.  
Sign up for a slot in advance by 
contacting Scott Wilson at 867-
334-9781 or at the event.

COMMUNITY POP-UPS 
Throughout the Village  
June 10th to 12th

Vanstones, The Lucky Ones, 
Logan McKillop, Ellorie McKnight 
and Ryan McNally will be popping 
up throughout the weekend at the 
Atrium, campgrounds, eateries, 
and anywhere else folks might 
be gathered, to spread a bit of 
the Bluegrass Gospel beyond the 
confines of the Grand Hall.

YBMS RAFFLE
Our annual raffle raises much 
needed funds for the festival. We 
like to think of raffles as gestures 
of optimism and so offer you this 
opportunity to participate! Why 
not by a ticket or three?

We thank all those who donated 
the awesome prizes and the 
merchants who sold tickets for us. 
Raffle ticket sales are located by 
the merch tables for a measly $5. 
The winners will be drawn Sunday 
afternoon at the Grand Hall stage.

ORIGINAL KMBF MERCH
Visit the merchandise tables in 
the atrium to stock up on 2022 
festival swag, including t-shirts 
and ball caps as well as artist CDs 
and the highly sought after and 
collectable KMBF decals.

This year's poster and t-shirt were 
designed by Leighann Chalykoff.

BLUEGRASS CAFÉ
Eat in or take outside! At the 
Bluegrass Café, you can fill up 
on tasty homemade dishes and 
desserts and not miss a beat of 
music.

WORKSHOPS  
Free events 
June 11 and 12 

Want to improve on your 
instrument, tune up your singing, 
untangle your dancing feet, or just 
learn more about music? Check 
out pages 18 and 19 for details on 
topics, times and locations. 

Festival Features
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Festival Features
BARN DANCE 
Free event,  
Saturday, June 11, 6:45 to 9 p.m.  
The Bergman Bigtop

Want to trip the light fantastic?  
Head on over to the big white tent, 

“The Bergman Big Top” where the 
Treble Makers, The Lucky Ones 
and Under The Rocks will have 
your toes tappin’ and your boots 
scootin’. 

SUNDAY GOSPEL SHOW 
Sunday, June 12, 12 to 2 p.m.  
St. Christopher’s Anglican Church

Entry by donation at the door – 
all of which goes directly to the 
church. The Gospel Show is an 

experience not to be missed.  
Once the Sunday church services 
is finished, the church will be 
cleared briefly to re-set the space 
for the Gospel Show. Space is 
limited.  Priority access will be 
given to Super Pass holders and 
those with mobility issues.

SILENT AUCTION
Another Festival fund-raising 
tradition, all the eye-catching 
treasures have been generously 
given by local artisans, merchants 
and community members.  So 
many chances to “win”, but don’t 
wait too long as our auctioneers 
close bids at various times 
throughout the weekend.
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The heartfelt vocals, the impeccable instrumentation, the inimitable 
sound of Jackson Hollow has to be experienced to be described, and 
even then, words fall short. This is what happens when four of the 
industry's finest get together to create something special. "Simple, 
powerful and instantly magnetic", the blend of heart-wrenching lead 
vocals and dead-on harmonies backed by prodigious instrumental 
talent "strikes a chord with people of all ages, backgrounds and 
musical tastes."

Jackson Hollow is a Canadian bluegrass band, from Vancouver BC, and 
three-time winner of the BC Country Music Association Gaylord Wood 
Traditional Country Award. Lead singer “Tianna Lefebvre has a voice 
that stops traffic.” She is a four-time BC Country Music Association 
Award winner, including Female Vocalist of the year and Horizon 
Award. Tianna has performed with Shania Twain, and has worked as 
an All-Star Band background vocalist for numerous Canadian Country 
Music Association & BC Country Music Association Gala events with 
artists such as Michelle Wright and Russel DeCarle. Mike Sanyshyn 
(fiddle & mandolin) is a Canadian Country Music Association and BC 
Country Music Association Fiddle Player of the Year, 4 Time Provincial 
Fiddle Champion and has placed in the top 3 at the Canadian Grand 
Masters Fiddle Championships. Mike is an in-demand session musician 
who has toured with Grammy-nominated songwriter Deric Ruttan, and 
worked with legendary Canadian artists such as Ian Tyson, The Good 
Brothers, Lucille Starr, and Randy Bachman.

SPECIAL GUEST - for this festival date we are pleased to announce 
that Jackson Hollow is joined by Jeff Scroggins. Jeff is a multi-award-
winning banjoist with deep roots in the bluegrass world. He has 
performed and recorded with many of the top names in bluegrass, 
including Steve Kaufman, Peter Rowan, Sam Bush, Stuart Duncan, 
Mark Schatz, David Grier, Jerry Douglas, and Kenny Smith and The 
Chicks (formerly The Dixie Chicks).

Performers

Jackson     
  Hollow
with special guest 
JeffScroggins

Sponsored by 
air north,
yukon's airline
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Performers

Logan McKillop is a folk/roots singer-songwriter and storyteller 
from Onanole, MB. Equally skilled as a wordsmith and an 
astonishing guitarist, every song is an invitation into the best of 
both worlds. He is unafraid to delve into what is real, exploring 
the highs and lows of the human condition with absolute 
honesty. 

Supported by his unmistakable guitar prowess, he leaves no 
audience without laughter, heartache, and a gentle reminder 
that life doesn't always work out the way you think it will. 
Logan’s sophomore album “Anchorless” is a collection of songs 
that display his maturity as an artist. 

Carefully arranged with an 
all-star Manitoban roster 
of musicians, the 10-track 
album comes to life with 
the addition of a string 
section, piano, drums, bass, 
pedal steel, vibraphone, 
clarinet, banjo, mandolin, 
and a whole lot of harmony. 

“Anchorless” takes the 
listener through a heartfelt 
reminder of what it means 
to live.

Logan McKillop

Sponsored by 
air north,
yukon's airline
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The Lucky Ones is a unique band of authentic country-roots music 
imparts traditional arrangements with a contemporary disposition, 
reminiscent of old-time dances in hotel taverns and barrooms, barns, 
kitchens, and saloons. The band's debut album, The Lucky Ones, 
received critical acclaim throughout Canada, the UK, and Europe. 
Since releasing their self-titled debut album in 2020, The Lucky Ones 
have quickly come to be regarded as one of Canada’s finest roots 
music ensembles. 

Hailing from the Yukon, the group’s sound is built on a foundation 
of traditional bluegrass and honky-tonk and expressed through the 
distinctive song writing of its core members. The band released their 
sophomore album, Slow Dance, Square Dance, Barn Dance, in January 
of 2022, dedicating their work to their late friend and mentor Joe 
Loutchan, aka The Fiddler on the Loose, who passed away in 2021. 
Since his passing, the band has fully assumed Loutchan’s residency 
and have done their best to honour his memory by adding more 
traditional fiddle tunes to their repertoire. It’s another shining example 
of how the tight-knit Yukon music community spans generations, with 
The Lucky Ones, in many ways, being at the centre of it. 

Performers

The Lucky Ones
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Performers

Ellorie and Ryan have been singing songs and trading fiddle tunes 
since they met at NimbleFingers Old Time and Bluegrass Camp in 
2019. They spent many pandemic afternoons teaching each other 
tunes and refining harmonies while the world was in lockdown. 

By the time year 2 of the pandemic rolled around, they had begun 
playing shows together and recorded their first self-titled EP composed 
of old time fiddle tunes, traditional country bluegrass covers, and one 
original song. These good pals often have friendly and entertaining 
arguments about who gets to play fiddle when performing (sometimes 
they give in and the sound of twin fiddles fill the stage). 

When not playing as a duo, Ellorie is a climate change scientist who 
also just released her first solo singer-songwriter EP, and Ryan can be 
found playing one of the many instruments either solo or with a variety 
of bands across Canada.

Ellorie McKnight     
  and Ryan McNally
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Mile Twelve is a modern string band from Boston, Massachusetts. 
Winners of the 2020 IBMA New Artist of the Year award, they have 
been making waves in the acoustic music world with their seamless 
blend of expertly crafted songs, creative arrangements, and virtuosic 
execution. The band takes their name from the mile marker that sits at 
Boston’s southern border, a road sign they’ve passed countless times 
while heading out on tour. They’ve found receptive audiences across 
the globe, touring throughout North America, Europe, Australia, New 
Zealand and Japan.

Their latest full-length album City on a Hill, produced by guitar legend 
Bryan Sutton and nominated for 2019 IBMA Album of the Year, is 
centered on the theme of people facing and overcoming challenge. 
Many of its songs are set in urban landscapes, a significant departure 
from the often-rural lens of acoustic music. Sutton observes, “I’m 
a fan of bands who strive for a balance of being musically unique 
and individualized, while at the same time working to include time-
honored traditions found in this music. This blend is not an easy 
thing to accomplish. Mile Twelve does this with well-honed and 
refreshingly honest songwriting, along with powerful playing, singing, 
and performing.”

More recently, the band has released an EP of covers titled Roll the 
Tapes All Night Long. They draw from a wide array of influences 
— from Ralph Stanley to Los Lobos, from Darell Scott to Tattletale 
Saints — demonstrating the surprisingly flexible nature of their 
instrumentation at every turn. The project also features a who’s-who 
list of special guests: Billy Strings, Chris Eldridge (Punch Brothers), 
Brittany Haas (Hawktail) and 
Bruce Molsky. Folk Alley 
says “Roll the Tapes All 
Night Long showcases Mile 
Twelve’s restless creativity, 
their ability to inhabit a 
song and turn it inside out 
to make it their own, even 
as they preserve the spirit of 
the original.”

After a busy year of 
touring including stops at 
RockyGrass, IBMA Bluegrass 
Live! and Milwaukee Irish 
Fest, the band is gearing up 
to record its next full-length 
project in early 2022.

Performers

Mile Twelve
Sponsored by whitehorse toyota
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Performers

Originating in the Gateway of the Great Smoky Mountains, Midnight 
Run began its journey in February of 2015, at the Ole Smoky 
Moonshine Distillery in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, where they became a 
permanent staple of everyday life at the distillery. Midnight Run is a 
high-energy, Tennessee-based bluegrass band made up of four like-
minded musicians and graduates of college music programs. They set 
out to create a group that is tied to the rich traditions of bluegrass 
music and offers up a fresh approach to the “High Lonesome" sound. 
Each member draws from their influences in different genres including 
bluegrass, country, and rock n’ roll.

Favorites among bluegrass enthusiast and non-bluegrass audiences 
alike; they keep the energy high and the audience on their feet. Now, 
with over 200 shows a year, they play to audiences from all over the 
world. From the moment they step on stage you’ll feel like you are in 
the hills of Tennessee, sitting on the front porch, listening to some of 
the finest music that the Smoky Mountains have to offer.

In 2020 they completed a new self-released studio album on their 
own label in June and were nominated for the IBMA (International 
Bluegrass Music Association) Momentum Band of the Year award 
shortly thereafter. In addition, they announced plans for a European 
tour in May of 2022.

Seth Mulder and     
Midnight Run

Sponsored by whitehorse toyota

Sponsored by budget car rental
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THE GRAND HALL 

  7 PM  UNDER THE ROCKS

  8 PM  THE SLOCAN RAMBLERS

  9 PM  SETH MULDER AND MIDNIGHT RUN

  10 PM  MILE TWELVE

ST. ELIAS COMMUNITY SCHOOL  

 1 PM  ELLORIE McKNIGHT AND RYAN McNALLY 

THE GRAND HALL    

  1 PM  VANSTONES

  2 PM  VERANDA

  3 PM  UNDER THE ROCKS

  4 PM  JACKSON HOLLOW

ST. CHRISTOPHER'S CHURCH

  1 PM  KMBF Showcase Stage and Open Mic 
 Featuring ELLORIE McKNIGHT AND RYAN McNALLY 

Friday

Thursday

Saturday Afternoon

MOUNT LOGAN ECOLODGE

  7 PM  JACKSON HOLLOW 

Performance
         Schedule
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THE GRAND HALL  

  12 PM  THE LUCKY ONES

  1 PM  VERANDA

  2 PM  SETH MULDER AND MIDNIGHT RUN 

  3 PM  JACKSON HOLLOW

  4 PM  THE SLOCAN RAMBLERS

  4:50 PM  FINALE

 

ST. CHRISTOPHER'S CHURCH

  12 PM  Gospel Show

THE GRAND HALL  

  6 PM  VERANDA

  7 PM  THE SLOCAN RAMBLERS

  8 PM  MILE TWELVE

  9 PM  JACKSON HOLLOW

  10 PM  SETH MULDER AND MIDNIGHT RUN  

 

THE BERGMAN BIGTOP

  6:45 PM FAMILY BARN DANCE

Saturday Evening

Sunday

Featuring UNDER THE ROCKS and MILE TWELVE

Featuring the TREBLE MAKERS,  
THE LUCKY ONES, and UNDER THE ROCKS

 

Performance
         Schedule

VANSTONES, LOGAN McKILLOP, THE LUCKY ONES,  
ELLORIE McKNIGHT AND RYAN McNALLY 

Performers will be doing pop-up shows throughout the 
weekend. Look for the full schedule in the atrium.

THROUGHOUT THE WEEKEND  

Put your dancin’ shoes on, 
put on your Sunday best, 
goin’ to the barn dance tonight!
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hainesjunctionyukon.com 

1. Da Ku Cultural Centre
This beautiful facility, owned and operated by the Champagne and 
Aishihik First Nations, has incredible exhibits showcasing the culture 
and history of the Champagne and Aishihik people.

2. Parks Canada Kluane National Park Visitor 
Centre & Yukon VISITOR INFOrmation CENTRE
Also housed in the Da Ku Cultural Centre, these exhibits are well worth the 
viewing, and is also where you can get your fishing license!  Ask about a walking 
tour of Haines Junction—there are surprises around every corner.

3. St Elias Convention Centre 
While you are taking in the festival, make sure to take in the local history exhibit.

4. The BERGMAN BIGTOP
Visit this tent, named in honour of Bruce Bergman, for workshops throughout 
the weekend and the barn dance on Saturday evening.

5. St. Christopher's Anglican Church 
Join us for the music happening in this unique log church.

Groceries and Gas 
The Little Green Apple at Fas Gas 
(ATM and lotto)
Beverages 
Haines Junction Liquor Store,
Open 10am-6pm, Tues-Sat.

Eateries 
The Village Bakery and Deli, Frosty’s 
Restaurant (ice cream and more),
Mile 1016 Pub (and grill...open late),  The 
Cozy Corner Motel & Restaurant,, Kluane 
Park Inn Restaurant & Lounge, Lucky 
Dragon Restaurant (next to the Glacier 
View Motel)... and of course, our Bluegrass 
Café.
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KLUANE 
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LITTLE 
GREEN 
APPLE

The 
“MUFFIN”

1 2

3
45

Check out...

Haines
     Junction

Dezadeash River
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SATURDAY

LOGAN MCKILLOP 
in Performance

 

BANJO
Spend an hour with banjo 
monster Jeff Scroggins.
 

FAST JAM
Ready for life in the faster lane? Show your 
chops in this intermediate jam hosted by 
THE LUCKY ONES. 
 

12 pm

1 pm

2:30 pm

4 pm

11 am

10 am

VILLAGE BAKERY

SLOW JAM
A great chance to practice playing and 
singing in a supportive environment.
 

GUITAR
Get some help finding your way around the 
old flat top from stellar guitar player Logan 
McKillop. 

FIDDLE KIDS, PART DEUX
Another round of tunes and fun with 
Kieran Poile and Ryan McNally. 

SUNDAY

MEET AND GREET WITH  
SETH MULDER AND MIDNIGHT RUN
Grab a coffee and spend some time with 
Seth Mulder and Midnight Run. They’ll pick 
a few tunes and chew the fat awhile.

11 am

10 am
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SINGING HARMONIES 
Learn to sing like the angels 
with UNDER THE ROCKS. 

MANDOLIN
Channel your inner Bill Monroe 
with mano master Korey Brodsky.
 

SHOWCASE STAGE & OPEN MIC 
Have a listen to Ellorie McKnight 
and Ryan McNally then get your 
band on stage for a few numbers. 
A great chance to get performance 
experience. You will not be judged!
 

HISTORY OF COUNTRY MUSIC
From Tut Taylor to Taylor Swift, 
country music covers a lot of ground. 
Explore some of it with Veranda.
 

FIDDLE KIDS, PART 1
Two hours of fun, instruction and 
inspiration featuring ace fiddlers 
Kieran Poile and Ryan McNally. 

LEARN HOW TO 2-STEP
Two left feet? No problem.  
Ryan McNally and friends will  
have you tripping the light  
fantastic in no time.

ST. CHRISTOPHER'S CHURCH THE BERGMAN BIGTOP

WORKSHOPS

VANSTONES 
In Performance
 

BAND DYNAMICS: PLAYING 
(AND STAYING) TOGETHER 
Join The Slocan Ramblers for a 
rare behind the scenes look at 
how a top band works.
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Performers

The Slocan Ramblers (2020 IBMA Momentum Band of the Year Award 
Winner & 2019 Juno Award Nominee) are Canada’s bluegrass band to 
watch. Rooted in tradition, fearlessly creative and possessing a bold, 
dynamic sound, The Slocans have become a leading light of today’s 
acoustic music scene. With a reputation for energetic live shows, 
impeccable musicianship and an uncanny ability to convert anyone 
within earshot into a lifelong fan, The Slocans have been winning over 
audiences from Merlefest to RockyGrass and everywhere in between.

On their much-anticipated album Queen City Jubilee (2019 Juno 
Award Nominee for Traditional Roots Album of the Year), The Slocans 
showcase their unique blend of bluegrass, old-time and folk with deep 
songwriting, lightning-fast instrumentals and sawdust-thick vocals. 
With their trademark raucous energy, this album presents The Slocan 

Ramblers at the top of their 
game – writing and playing 
tunes to keep you up all night. 
This is roots music without 
pretension, music to make you 
feel something – say hello to 
your new favourite band.

The Slocan Ramblers are Frank 
Evans (Banjo/Vocals), Adrian 
Gross (Mandolin), Darryl 
Poulsen (Guitar/Vocals), with 
Charles James (Bass/Vocals).

The Slocan Ramblers
Sponsored by Yukon fat Horse Co.
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Treble  
   Makers

Performers

The Treble Makers are 
a local Haines Junction 
Fiddle Club that has 
been running for 7 years. 
The current students are 
between 8-13 years old.  

The club is organized by 
parent volunteers, and we 
are extremely fortunate to 
have Keitha Clark as our 
instructor.

Sponsored by Yukon fat Horse Co.
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Performers

Under the Rocks is an energetic young string band based out of 
British Columbia, Canada. Inspired by traditional and contemporary 
American bluegrass, UTR applies the modern sensibilities of its 
collective members to stand on the shoulders of tradition and make 
music that is creative, reflective, relevant and very entertaining. 

The band prides themselves on the 
energetic and dynamic nature of their 
live shows, which feature an eclectic 
mix of musical styles and stories that 
will make you want to dance and sing 
or sit and listen. Whether it is exciting 
instrumentals, melodic harmonies or 
thoughtful lyrics, Under the Rocks 
offers something captivating for most 
everyone. 

The group is in the midst of writing 
and preparing to re-enter the studio 
to record their second full length 
album which will be recorded in 
February of 2020. The band has 
plans to tour their new album in the 
spring. Keep an eye open for a UTR 
performance in a town near you!

Under the Rocks
Sponsored by Raven's Rest Inn
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Performers

Amanda Fata, Sarah Murphy, and Nathan Schultz are Vanstones: a 
Whitehorse-based alternative folk-rock trio featuring more instruments 
than you can shake a stick at, soaring bluegrass-inspired harmonies 
that bring order to chaos, and absolutely no smooth jazz. 

Forged in the fire of a global pandemic, Vanstones have been biding 
their time, honing their SoundCloud and plotting their takeover of 
the world. Inspired by the likes of Fleetwood Mac, Mumford and 
Sons, Amy Winehouse, Queen, The Decemberists, and Great Big 
Sea - Vanstones brings a classic-celtic-folk-rock-world rhythm inspired 
sound that is like no other. If you love yourself, you’ll love Vanstones. 
If you don’t, we can help with that too. Besides smooth jazz there is 
nothing we can’t do. We are Vanstones, music is life.

Vanstones

Sponsored by Raven's Rest Inn
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Performers

The duo originally met at Barfly; a cozy watering hole regarded as 
a Montreal bluegrass institution. They quickly became friends, then 
musical partners, and soon after started writing music together. And 
so, Veranda was born. Veranda is a collaboration between Catherine-
Audrey Lachapelle and Léandre Joly-Pelletier. simplicity and virtuosity. 
Their music is filled with sweet harmonies and soulful melodies. 

With their first EP recorded in early 2019, Veranda presents original 
songs that blend traditional and contemporary/ From high lonesome 
bluegrass to intimate folk ballads, the duo offers a fresh take on classic 
country music. Imagine a place way out in the countryside, with Dolly 
Parton, Ralph Stanley and Emmylou Harris singing under the pines; 
that's where Veranda calls home.

Veranda
Sponsored by cobalt construction
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THE PRODUCTION TEAM

Festival Producer 
  Angela Drainville

Artistic Director 
  John Faulkner

Marketing 
  Angela Drainville

Finance/Ticket Sales 
  Scott Wilson

Sponsorship 
  Mark Beese

Jam Organization 
  Kieran Poile, Mark Nelson

Volunteer Coordinator 
   Angela Drainville

Raffle Ticket Sales 
  Ray Tucker

Silent Auction 
  Lisa Preto, Lara Zaluski

Fundraising 
  Mark Nelson

Merchandise 
  Brian Charles

Bluegrass Café 
  Lenore Morris

Hospitality 
  Glenys Baltimore,  
  Kate Arntzen

Graphic Design 
  Leighann Chalykoff 
  (LC Creative Yukon)

Web Services 
  Christopher Griffiths  
  (Design Station)

The People who

Make it all Happen

A Big

Volunteers
to all the 

Sound 
  Solid Sound Reinforcement

Stage Manager 
  Nick Mah

MCs 
  Dana Jennejohn, Kate    
  Fillmore, Elaine Schiman

Co-Producers 
  Junction Arts and Music,  
  Mount Logan EcoLodge

Artist Excursions 
  John Faulkner, Jeff Faulkner,   
  Rick Nielson

Travel 
  Budget Car Rental,  
  Air North, Yukon's Airline

Sponsored by cobalt construction

See the full listing of all  
of these amazing people  
at the festival.
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SPONSORS & DONORS

FUNDERS

PLATINUM 

GOLD

DIAMOND

CONTRIBUTORS

ENTHUSIASTS

SUPPORTERS

PATRONS Icefield Discovery
NextGen Mechanical Solutions 
Yukon Brewing

Air North, Yukon's Airline
Budget Car Rental
PJ Productions

Whitehorse Toyota
Yukon Fat Horse Co.

Cobalt Construction
Raven's Rest Inn

AFD Petroleum 
Casino Mining Corp 
John and Johanne Faulkner 

McDonalds
Mount Logan EcoLodge
North Country Consulting

Alpine Bakery  
Long & McQuade
ReMax

Triple JJJ's Collective
Wade Istchenko

Bean North Coffee Roasting 
Tatshenshini Expediting
Tintina Air

Catherine St. Germaine & Neil Copestake
Winterlong Brewing Co
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Catherine St. Germaine & Neil Copestake
Winterlong Brewing Co



Budget


